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Wow. And, yes, it is exactly what you think it is. Sort of. At first, I wasn't sure how the  hell they were going

to fill an hour and a half with just a bunch of cheap farting gags. I mean, the folks who made this obviously

know and are quite self aware of the level of humor with which they're functioning, but criminy! So there has

to be some wink wink nudge nudge past the basic Beavis and Butthead *fart* *giggle* surface of the film.

Not much perhaps, but some. Surely. Maybe a little. I'll say this. If you think fart stuff is the pinnacle of

humor then this will be the funniest movie you ever see. It's the structure of the film, which eventually reveals

itself, that makes Fart The Movie work as more than just someone running around farting for the duration of a

feature length film - though a bunch of farting and fart references are, of course, what fuel the film. But when

our main character, who loves to fart, runs into relationship trouble with his girlfriend, who doesn't love his

farting and would rather go out to a party than stay home and watch TV (the farting guy's other passion), he

comes to a turning point in his life when his two loves come together. While watching TV, the programming

starts to all shift to things about farting, commercials and stuff that all revolve - often quite straight-facedly -

around flatulence. Will the farting ever stop? Will this guy learn his lesson from a TV marathon of fart-based

programming? Will his girlfriend ever come home? Will farting guy wake up and smell ... the coffee? There's

only one way to find out.
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AUTHOR: Upchuck Undergrind

Upchuck Undergrind listens to a little bit of a lot of things - just note the eclecticism of his reviews. He also

reads voraciously and loves movies. He is a very open-minded Episcopalian (and student of Buddhism and

Hinduism) who thinks Slayer is one of the greatest metal bands. Ever. In addition to his work with Corazine -

for which he has written since its inception (he is a Fishcomcollective veteran) - he also writes for DJFix.com.
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